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1 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE AUDIOVISUAL MARKET
Entertainment has always been part of human life, even when there was no
thought of the existence of a “cultural industry”.4 Since the 20th century, the media and
technology revolution have increased the possibilities of expanding the distribution channels
of so-called cultural "products" or "goods"5.
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The social and economic changes of the 1990s redirected the focus of traditional
industries to knowledge-intensive activities, such as the dynamic services sector, increasing
the capacity to generate work and add value. Among these activities, the knowledge and
creativity industry stand out, a protagonist in society, improving competition among
companies6.
In this creative industry, the generation of value translates into continuous
innovation and reinvention of processes, directly associated with producing new materials,
which is observed mainly in the United States, Japan and Europe7. However, albeit to a lesser
extent, the audiovisual market is growing worldwide.
In 2019, Brazil was in the eleventh position in the ranking of countries with the
largest audiovisual market8 according to a report issued by United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development - UNCTAD and the perspective for the year 2020 was reaching the
fifth place due to the growing synergy with the United States’ film industry9.
This is because of the well-known popularity and dissemination of the
Hollywood film market, which has the following famous companies: i) Sony Pictures
Entertainment, ii) The Walt Disney Company (Disney), iii) 21th Century Fox (21CF), iv)
Paramount Pictures Comporation, v) Warner Bros Entertainment e vi) DreamWorks
Animation, which besides producers are also distributors of the most viewed films around
the world10.
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In Brazil, the audiovisual market has been dealt with by public policies since
1910 with the use of cinema in teaching and scientific research, highlighting the installation
of the National Museum's film library with the films of the Rondon Commission in the center
of the country11. It is worth remembering the provision in article 145 of the 1988 Federal
Constitution, which indicates that it is up to the State to guarantee everyone the full exercise
of cultural rights and access to the sources of national culture.
Given the context outlined, being a creative economy sector, the audiovisual
industry reached a size comparable to the country's pharmaceutical and textile industries,
corresponding to 1.67% of the national GDP, adding more than R$ 20 billion to the economy
and generating about 300 thousand direct and indirect jobs12. The six years before 2018, even
with the economic crisis, continued to expand, growing around 7% per year13. In other words,
the data only reinforce what we all already know: entertainment is part of our lives, as are
other essential goods and services.
Brazilians are, by nature, very creative and close to mechanisms of entertainment.
The Special Secretaire of Culture14 announced in 2019 that Brazil would have surpassed the
goal of releasing 150 films a year, three years ahead of what was forecast for 2020. Therefore,
without going into qualitative merit, an important goal of the National Culture Plan
established by Law 12.343/2010 was reached. Such achievement had an impact, even in the
generation of jobs and the inclusion in the whole national territory, as we can evaluate
through the available data, despite noticing a direct impact of the coronavirus that imposed
measures of social distance influencing all cultural industrial in Brazil and in the world.
The moment of global sanitary emergency that has been plaguing the country
since March 2020 has generated obstacles for this market, whether due to the interruption of
audiovisual production, cancellation of all major international and national film festivals,
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suspension of premieres and film releases, and also to the closure of the activities of 577
movie theaters in Brazil15.
In this scenery of uncertainty about the future, even the acquisition of 21st
Century Fox (21CF) by The Walt Disney Company (Disney), object of this study, had to
change its “naturally predicted” route, as will be seen bellow.
2 THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY (“Disney”) AND 21ST CENTURY FOX
(“21CF”): DETAILS ABOUT THE OPERATION IN BRAZIL

I like the impossible because there is less
competition. Walt Disney
Starring animations billionaire box office, like Frozen I and II, Toy Story 3 and
4, the Incredibles 2, Finding Dory, among other films that marked the childhood of many,
Disney has been a company for almost 100 years on the market, founded in 1923 by the
brothers Walt and Roy O. Disney.
Disney is one of the largest conglomerates in the world in mass media and
entertainment, also operating in parks and products such as Disneyland, which opened in
1955, and currently has hotels, sea cruises and an immense number of products children and
adults, including books, appliances, games and digital apps.16
Expanding its “empire” with major acquisitions, Disney acquired Pixar
Animation Studios in 2006 for US$ 7.4 billion17; in 2009, Marvel Entertainment for US$ 4,2
billion18; in 2012, Lucasfilm por US$ 4,06 billion19 and its grand franchise Star Wars.
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However, the recent target of the Mickey Mouse company - the most famous mouse in the
world - is the 21CF.
It is important to explain that 21CF is a conglomerate of multinational mass
media companies, based in New York, constituted in 2013 from the News Corporation's two
companies’ division, which was founded by Rupert Murdoch20 in 1980. The company
provides services in segments of cable network programming, television and filmed
entertainment21.
Among its assets is Fox Entertainment Group - owner of the film studios of 20th
Century Fox (now 20th Century Studios), Fox television network and Fox News Channel.
21CF had its name purposely related to 20th Century Fox studios, representing renewal and
dynamism. In the words of Rupert Murdoch22:

21st Century Fox is a name that draws upon the rich creative
heritage of Twentieth Century Fox, while also speaking to the
innovation and dynamism that must define each of our businesses
through the 21st century. Our new name is inspired by the very
first company we acquired nearly 30 years ago as our initial foray
into the awe-inspiring world of entertainment
In this scenery, in December 2017 Disney announced in the U.S. that it intended
to buy the 21CF for US$ 52.4 billion, considerably expanding its already extensive portfolio.
This undertaking was reviewed by the United States Department of Justice (DOJ/US) and
the acquisition agreement was only finalized on March 20, 201923.
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As a result, the superheroes Deadpool and X-Men found themselves under the
same roof as Captain America and his companions, heroes with the highest grossing film in
cinema history: The Avengers (“The Avangers”)24.
The operation in the United States included the acquisition of television channels
and in addition to its own channels and ESPN, Disney now has National Geographic, FX and
its variations (National Geographic Wild, FXM, FXX)25.
It is important to highlight the acquisition of Fox Television Studio, which
produces traditional programs (The Simpsons and Modern Family) and also the gains related
to the Hulu streaming platform: before the transaction, Disney and 21CF each held 30% of
the company's shareholding control. After the operation, Disney became the majority with
60% participation in the control of the online streaming platform26-27.
Hence, leading with 16.23% market share28 in the box office market in the United
States in 2018, the company positioned itself even ahead of its five, now four, largest
competitors in the country, since 21CF held 11.56% participation in this market29.
Furthermore, market power could eventually be inferred from its own earnings: in 2018
Disney was the box office leader in 2018 with $7.3254 billion, behind only Disney’s own
record of $7.6053 billion in 201630.
With such economic power, it was necessary to do an antitrust analysis in Brazil.
In Brazil, the companies submitted to the assessment of the Administrative
Council for Economic Defense - CADE in July 2018 a proposal for the acquisition of 21CF
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by Disney since they reached the criterion that at least one of the groups / companies recorded
in the last balance sheet annual gross revenue or total turnover in the country equivalent to
(or greater than) 750 million reais, while the other group registered at least 75 million reais31.
The justification was that the acquisition of 21CF by Disney would allow
improvements in the production of content to users, in new forms of distribution and a
reduction of US $ 2 billion in the costs of the activities of the companies involved, arising
from the efficiencies generated worldwide with the business combination. Then, there would
be the possibility of additional investments in technology and content, according to the
companies' declaration to CADE.
Disney claimed that it could expand its creative activities and narrative
capabilities and its global presence by delivering more attractive entertainment experiences
and responding to consumer demand for content consumption, as well as diversifying its
presence in growing markets around the world.
Although, the acquisition implied competitive concerns, including the potential
exercise of negotiating power in relation to small pay-TV operators32. Some companies
intervened in the case, such as Simba Content Intermediação e Agenciamento de Conteúdos
Ltda., which later announced its withdrawal as an interested third party, Warner Media LLC,
Sky Serviços de Banda Larga Ltda. and the NeoTV Association. Such companies generally
claimed that Disney's acquisition of 21CF could strengthen the companies' dominant position
and generate other anti-competitive effects in certain relevant markets, raising sports
channels as a concern.
CADE's General Superintendence verified that the proposed operation would
generate horizontal overlaps and vertical integrations that deserved to be verified in some
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markets, other than the distribution markets for home entertainment, licensing for consumer
products, music licensing, licensing for publications and video games.
Two markets stood out and drew attention for the possible presence of relevant
overlap that could generate sufficient market power to alter competitive variables: i) the
markets for distribution of films for cinema exhibition and ii) those for the operation and
licensing (or supply) of channels for pay TV.
After analysis, considering the probability of the potential use of market power
and the potential rivalry, it was concluded that the market for distribution of films for cinema
exhibition would tend to generate problems, as companies face strong rivalry. CADE
understood that no more unfavourable terms of trade could be imposed on national exhibitors
than those that could be imposed before the transaction33.
Therefore, the competitive concern turned to the pay-tv programming market,
more specifically in relation to basic sports channels34, remembering that this market had
been in the focus of CADE in the past. 35
In view of the identification of significant barriers to entry in the pay-tv market
for basic sports channels and the absence of a new agent on the horizon that could represent
effective rivalry, the acquisition highlighted concerns about the bargaining power that
companies (Disney and 21CF) - bargaining power - they would have in relation to small paytv operators.
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The reduction in the number of economic agents in the basic sports
channels market resulting from the Proposed Operation brings, in
fact, competitive concerns because they are the last in a series of
events that represent an increase in the concentration level of the
sports channel programming market. With the recent departure of
Esporte Interativo from the market, of five sports channels available
until the middle of this year for Pay TV subscribers, there are now
only three.36.

In addition to the likely effect on prices identified by CADE, it was noted that
there would be an impact on quality and diversity, with a reduction in incentives for variety
and investments in content production, in addition to the limitation of programs. From this
analysis, it was concluded that there would be significant risks of decreasing the well-being
of viewers of sports channels via pay-tv.
After making the mentioned considerations and an analysis, CADE approved the
operation in February 2019 with restrictions, highlighting the need to sell the Fox Sports
channel to allow the market structure to maintain competitive pressure with three sports
channels for Brazilian consumers, SporTV, ESPN and a new company that acquired Fox
Sports. In addition, Disney has agreed not to hire the sports leagues currently broadcast by
the Fox Sports channel for a certain period, not to reacquire the assets that are sold and to
offer the future buyer the option to license the trademark for free37.
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However, even with the efforts of the requesting parties, the sale was not
successful due to the specific market characteristics and the global health emergency
scenario. Lastly, the sale of the Fox Sports channel could not be achieved due to the lack of
interest from third parties.
The divested business, in this case, the Fox Sports do Brasil channel, incurred
losses due to the presence of high costs from 2016 unaccompanied by the increase in
advertising revenue38. The channel would not sustain itself as a viable business if it was
separated from the whole of the company, which alienated two interested companies39.
Besides that, the pandemic of the new coronavirus compromised the budget of many
companies and held back investments.
Given these two reasons and the fact that the companies did not measure efforts
to comply with what had been established, the operation was revised to establish behavioural
remedies40 that would allow the acquisition that, in general, would be beneficial41.
In this new scenario, it was established in May 202042, under penalty of a fine,
that Disney would distribute through at least one of the channels the sporting events listed in
the agreement for three years from the date of signature of the agreement or until the
expiration date of the Disney or 21CF contract in relation to the broadcast rights, whichever
comes first.
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Besides that, Disney should ensure that Fox Sports do Brasil remains an attractive
option for consumers until January 1, 2022, offering at least its main channel separately from
the others licensed by it, while maintaining the use of the trademark in a consistent way. In
addition, Disney should show the events of the Copa Libertadores da América, without
prejudice to the distribution of such events on other channels or media.
Lastly, if Disney chooses to end distribution of the Fox Sports do Brasil channel
in January 2022, it will return the Fox Sports trademark to its owners or successors without
opposing its use or licensing, even if it is by Fox Corporation or third parties authorized.
The agreement was signed with CADE and the acquisition was concluded,
apparently bringing positive impacts to consumers in the market in which Disney and 21CF
operate, given the potential increase in the variety of content available and new forms of
distribution.
Furthermore, if the forecast is met, the decrease in costs will lead to new
developments in technology and innovation. In particular, the acquisition stands out for
football fans who will be able to see the best events on both channels, including those that
were exclusive to one or another other channel.

3 THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE TRANSACTION AND STREAMING DISNEY +
Of all the consequences to Brazilians lovers of soccer to lovers of the world of
superheroes, the global operation between Disney and Fox, at first in the United States, had
an impact in several countries, including Brazil. One of the aspects of the acquisition also
reverberated in Brazil, despite of not having received much attention, refers to the online
streaming service, whose growth has been exponential.
It is not difficult to notice that many people have subscribed to the streaming
platforms, which offers a range of films, series and television programs online, without
commercials, on demand, in other words, with the entire portfolio available to the user, so
that they can watch whatever they want and whenever they want, mainly in pandemic times.
Given this convenience, as well as the more accessible prices of these platforms,
the expansion of this type of technology has reached more and more users. Cable television,
which generally represents a significant part of the profit of the audiovisual market
conglomerates, has been losing more and more viewers, who are transmuting to streaming
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services. It was this service that made Netflix - a 1997 DVD rental company - the largest
online streaming company43.
In a market with so many specificities, only another company (or economic
group) of considerable market power could do it: Disney. It turns out that, unlike Netflix,
which released ninety-three films in 2018, Disney released ten. It is in this context of
technological advancement that Disney announced, in August 2017 – months before
announcing the acquisition of 21CF – that it would also launch its streaming service, inserting
itself in the changing scenario that the entertainment industry finds itself.
Given these considerations, it appears that the purchase of 21CF may not only
be, but also, a strategy for its growth in this market: the acquisition of Pixar in 2006 was
important for Disney to recreate its animations, and the acquisitions of Lucasfilm - and the
Star Wars franchise - and Marvel, certainly, were extremely relevant for the company to
strengthen its base portfolio.
Following the same track record, the acquisition of 21CF tends to strengthen
Disney's reach around the world, especially since the acquired company has a huge
international network that corresponds to three hundred and fifty channels in one hundred
and seventy countries44.
Thereby, it is not difficult to notice the irradiation of the possible effects of this
acquisition. With all the portfolio expansion acquired by Disney, its strategy of launching
itself on streaming platforms gains strength, offering consumers three service options:
Disney Plus (Disney +), launched in November 2019, more targeted to family programs,
including National Geographic programs, the productions of the famous Pixar, Marvel and
Lucasfilm; ESPN Plus, started in 2018 for sports consumers; and Hulu, which had 30% of
its assets acquired by Disney through the purchase of 21CF (totaling 60%) 45.
The great bet for the success of Disney +, the most recently launched platform,
for Bob Iger, Disney CEO, is the affinity that its consumers demonstrate to its content. It is
precisely in the strength of his brand – including Marvel, Pixar, Star Wars and National
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Geographic – that Iger maintains his optimism with the launch of the platform, forecasting
about sixty to ninety million subscribers, against the one hundred and fifty millions of
Netflix46.
It is undeniable that Netflix, the leader in the streaming service, has felt some
intimidation not only by Disney, but also by other companies that have developed and
invested in this service47, such as Amazon, which has been in the market for years, but with
great expansion in worldwide in 2016, and the newcomer in this market: Apple. We
remember that Apple announced, in March 2019, the launch of Apple TV +.48
In Brazil, some issues have made it difficult for Disney + to enter the market.
Announced on Twitter (official company account) the launch of the platform Disney + in
November 2020, in Latin America, including Brazil, “Claro” - a telephone company that also
offers cable television services, including the “Claro Video” and “Now” -, put obstacles to
the new platform, starting a litigation, following a complaint lodged by “Claro” - in Anatel –
Nacional Telecommunications Agency49.
According to “Claro”, Law 12.485/2011, known as “Lei da TV Paga” or “Lei do
SeAC”, which determines the mandatory minimum national content on television channels
by subscription, should be applied to companies that offer online streaming services 50. In the
complainant's argument, Fox Latin America and Topsports Ventures, by linking their
channels to a subscription system via the internet – online streaming services, such as Disney
+, would be causing damage to competition by providing this service without complying with
the legal and regulatory obligations of the SeAC Law (Conditional Access Service),
including regarding its portfolio.
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However, a great discussion revolves around whether the SeAC Law is
applicable on the modality of online streaming services, an especially relevant issue since the
amount of national content provided by law is determined according to the hours of content
shown on the weekly schedule - which evidently does not seem viable in the on-demand
format51.
As noted above, not only would Disney + have barriers to be overcome, but also
Netflix itself: in 2019, the company together with “Globo” defended in the Federal Senate so
that streaming services would not participate in the application of the legislation52. The
discussion at ANATEL, which included the analysis of 177 contributions from companies
and associations, ended on September 9, 2020, with the vote of the Counsel Emmanoel
Campelo53.
Thus, the entire ANATEL’s Directors voted for the non-inclusion of
Programmed Audiovisual Content Offers via the Internet through Subscription (sVOD) as a
Conditional Access Service (SeAC), regulated by Law 12.48554. According to the vote of
Counselor Emmanoel Campelo, “insofar as there is a need to contract a telecommunication
service in order to enjoy access to channels over the internet, the characterization of SeAC,
itself a telecommunication service, is excluded”.
Therefore, the entry of Disney + as a new player in the streaming market on
demand in Brazil seems to no longer have so many barriers, leaving fans of the company of
the most memorable castle of the children's imagination each day more anxious for the arrival
of the new platform, considering, also, the broad portfolio acquired from 21CF
As known, it is not only on the streaming market that the acquisition of 21CF by
Disney has consequences. It had a great impact on sports channels programming summoning
the attention specially of Brazilian soccer lovers. Since the 11th of January 2021, Disney
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decided to remove all the live news programs from Fox Sports channel, taking “Fox Radio
Sports” off the air. Actually, another news programs were already closed55.
This decision may be a consequence of CADE’s decision to maintaining Fox
Sports channel until 2022, despite of all the channel dues. Therefore, this change is followed
by the idea of reducing the losses, which means that a great part of the staff were fired.
According to Disney, the ESPN will be hosting all the news programs, including
some journalists originally from Fox Sports, and Fox Sports will only be responsible to
transmit great sports events like “Libertadores da America”, “Premier League”, “LaLiga”,
“Liga Europa”, “Campeonato Português”, “Campeonato Argentino”, which were all
transferred from ESPN. In addition, “MotoGP”, “Nascar” and “Copa do Nordeste” will
continued being transmitted by Fox Sports.
Brazilian soccer fans will now have a little less news programs to keep up to date on their
favorite teams. However, the most affected were certainly the employees laid off Fox Sports
Channel56. 4 PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
The entertainment and creativity market continues to grow with the reduction of
barriers, which inserts it, more and more, in the world market. Such growth must be observed
even in Brazil. In 2020, however, this market - as well as others - faced additional and
unimagined challenges (such as measures of social isolation that impacted many studio
productions) that slowed its progress without paralyzing it.
On the national scene, the acquisition of 21CF by Disney suffered some
problems. Thus, the focus of this study was the transaction submitted to CADE in 2019, and
55
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its effects, mainly in relation to pay TV sports channels. This is because, with the acquisition,
in addition to the likely effect on prices, there would allegedly be a potential impact on quality
and diversity, with reduced incentives for variety and investments in content production, in
addition to the limitation of programs.
Thus, the transaction was conditioned to the sale of the Fox Sports channel.
However, the competitive remedy was not successful for the reasons explained above: i) the
channel sold separately incurred losses, ii) the health emergency hurt the economy and iii)
the buyer who was interested was not accepted by CADE. Therefore, the agreement signed
had to be reconsidered.
In May 2020, the structural remedy originally established in February 2019 was
revised, behavioural remedies were determined, and it is generally expected that the
transaction will bring efficiencies in the production of content to users, in new forms of
distribution and additional investments. in technology, without harming consumers of sports
channels due to the lack of sale of Fox Sport.
One of the direct consequences of the acquisition of 21CF, the increase in the
Disney portfolio, which, in addition to further diversifying the content distributed, promises
to launch the streaming service Disney + in Brazil, and to compete, for example, with major
players in this market, such as the Netflix and Amazon Prime platforms.
And as a famous passage from the film The Lion King 3 says “to get what you
want, you must look beyond what you see”, so it has been the story of Disney, leaving the
antitrust authorities to analyse the company's strategies with a look pro-competition technical
and innovation.

5 OUR PROPOSAL FOR THIS PAPER
In times of pandemic caused by Sars-Cov-2 since the beginning of 2020, the
market changed completely, mainly the digital sector and that is one of the reasons that we
can see the streaming growing up in Brazil. Although, it is important to increase competition
in this market in general, offering people more content and options. One of important topics
that arises with this growth of streaming platforms is the exclusivity of content. The
differentiation of the content and portfolio looks to be the mainly way that they can compete.
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Specially on pandemic world and all the closed movie theatres, the exclusivity of releases –
movies or series – may be a great opportunity of getting more subscribers.
This kind of competition, among exclusive content, may result in exclusive
anticompetitive agreements between producers, studios, and the streaming platforms. These
agreements can be expensive to platforms, if a great producer force them to pay higher fees
for the exclusivity, but the opposite can happen too: powerful streaming platforms may force
the studios to agree with this exclusive distribution of the content57. In both cases, is
necessary to study the potential effects on consumers of this exclusivity agreements.
Our proposal to finish this draft paper is to work on that topic, bringing an
antitrust analysis of this possible scenarios through case studies and comparative legislation
not only in Brazil, but around the world.
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